The Laplace transform of a function f{f) e L(0, oo) is defined by the equation
by B. R. BHONSLE (Received 3 October, 1960) The Laplace transform of a function f{f) e L(0, oo) is defined by the equation
and its Hankel transform of order v is defined by the equation
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The object of this note is to obtain a relation between the Laplace transform of t"f(t) and the Hankel transform of/(/), when &l(p) > -1. The result is stated in the form of a theorem which is then illustrated by an example. As an example of the use of this result, l e t / ( 0 = t m~ l e~". Then
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This last integral can be evaluated by using (3). Substituting these expressions in the theorem we obtain the result
My thanks are due to the late Dr N. G. Shabde for his help and guidance during the preparation of this note, and also to the referee for kindly rewriting this note in the present form.
